Riverside’s Tree-Mendous Staff
In honor of the white oak trees that previously grew on the land beneath Riverside Medical Center, we have
created an employee/RMG provider contest called TREE-Mendous (replaces previous Brightest Star
contest).
TREE-Mendous is the highest recognition we can grant any Riverside employees/providers with recognition
and prizes focused on our consistently best of the best providers and staff from all departments/areas of
our entire health system.
Eligible providers and employees are those who rise high each day, consistently living in words and actions
the behaviors that create remarkable journeys for coworkers and patients/residents and in good standing
according to Human Resources records.
Tree-mendous staff branch out as role models to us all—living our key words and Professional Standards of
Behavior with every patient and coworker, striving for caring, positive connections with every person
ALWAYS.
We have had several nominations come in for our Tree-Mendous staff here at Riverside. Their stories are
described below.
Yareli
Acevedo – MC
Assisted
Living

Dietary team was short staffed and didn't have someone to serve the
residents in one area of Memory Care. I asked Yareli to serve the food
and told her I would take care of everything else. When I got back
later in service her and her coworker Melissa Parks had completed
service and cleaned everything and put it away. She went above and
beyond her job duties for our residents.

Kimberly
Albers – Epic

Kim is always a top performer. She is highly knowledgeable and relied
upon by everyone to act as a subject matter expert and to solve
complex problems. She has been with us on our Epic journey from the
very beginning and her experience cannot be overstated. She is
always willing to help other teams and continuously knowledge
shares with her team (direct and indirect). Kim is also extremely fast
at completing tickets and is always focused on the patient first. She
really is TREE-mendous!

Genevieve
Asare – MC
Assisted
Living

Vanessa
Baeza –
Emergency
Service

Over the past few years Genevieve has been consistently responsible,
Professional, efficient, and extremely confident. Genevieve always
arrives to work on time as scheduled and is always willing to pick up
hours when needed with a gracious attitude. When I arrive to work
early in the morning Genevieve always greets me with a hello and a
light conversation. The residents love Genevieve and Residents
families who stay a length of time due to their love one falling ill or
passing compliment Genevieve for the excellent care she provides.
Genevieve is a dedicated employee who always goes above and
beyond to ensure our residents receive excellent care, she works the
midnight shift and works independently caring for the Residents she
is responsible for without any concerns.
Vanessa worked tirelessly during a chaotic, busy day in the ER and I
could not have gotten through the day without her. She did vitals,
tech jobs, rounded in the waiting room and ran the entire day. I
appreciated her skills and again could not have gotten through the
day without her. She never complained and just kept going. It was a
long day, but I consider it a success because of the teamwork.

Is Tree-mendous for: Mary was very kind & helpful to us student
Mary
nurses by giving us direction. Thank you Mary! --Kylie & Shekinah
Ballinger –
Medicare Unit

Courtney Bays Helped me bandage my hand after i got hurt!!
– Emergency
Service

Emily Bohac –
5East

Mary Rose
Burton – MC
Assisted
Living

Jessica
Duetscher –
Lab

Emily agreed to fill our new "Mid-shift" position to improve
throughput from the ED and OR. Since the onset of this position,
Emily has been extremely helpful in bringing patients to the floor,
admitting them, caring for them, then performing a thorough handoff
to each assigned nurse. She approaches each patient with the
compassion and skill they deserve. Emily has helped reduce our ED
throughput by 25 minutes in 3 months and has no intention of
slowing down. We are grateful for her leadership and professionalism
in this new role. The staff and leadership team on 5 East have all
agreed, "Emily Rocks!"
Mary Rose Burton has shown an extremely high level of compassion,
independence, and self-motivation throughout the time I have known
her. She always answers her phone when I call and will come in with
little notice if needed for any shift. Mary Rose has been a Rock
throughout COVID being one of the first to volunteer to work in our
COVID unit without any complaints. Mary Rose goes above and
beyond filling in as a CNA when needed and doing whatever it takes
so that our Residents receive excellent care. Mary Rose is one of the
reasons we are making it through these challenging times, we
appreciate Mary Rose and are so GRATEFUL for her, she truly loves
what she does.
Jessica Deustscher was working on a Rhogam evaluation and
discovered the patient had a positive antibody screen. She used a
questioning attitude and identified that the patient had already
received Rhogam. The patient was waiting in outpatient center to
receive the Rhogam so she could go to Labor and Delivery to have it
administered. Jessica spoke with the physician and was able to
discontinue the Rhogam order and called to notify the patient that
the doctor confirmed she did not need a Rhogam injection.

Joslyn Dexter
– Mental
Health
Outpatient

Joslyn is invested in our clients and the services that we provide. She
is nurturing and caring in her approach- this is evident in her daily
work! Joslyn consistently offers assistance and support to her coworkers. She has a positive attitude and is an asset to the Pathways
team. Thanks for everything you do Joslyn!

Brian
Deyoung –
SLC
Experience
Team

Is Tree-mendous for: Jumping in to help for the Samaritan Event. Due
to rain, last minute assistance was needed to transport event donors
and family members. In addition to assisting with this need, Brian is
always willing to come in early and stay late to assist for
appointments and discharges. Definitely a team player for all of
Senior Life buildings.

Marsha Ellis –
NH Nursing

She is the best CNA I ever had. we have a routine and I never have to
put my light on for anything when I have her. She goes above and
beyond to make sure I am taken care of. She has even gone out of her
way to make sure I have things I need like a certain kind of mouth
wash that she bought for me with her own money and wouldn't let
me re pay her. I think she is one of the best she is treemendous!

Jessica
Flowers –
GME

Jessica has had to schedule, reschedule and reschedule again, student
rotations with multiple preceptors to ensure they were able to obtain
the specialty rotations necessary for their training. With a shortage in
some specialties, she does her best to recruit new faculty and show
gratitude to those who assist. She represents Riverside well with the
universities she works with, taking on new specialty programs when
her time is already stretched.

Linda Gigliello Stepped up to 1) accept hours of coverage at Miller 2) completed
several rounds of resident POCT during COVID outbreak. This process
- Miller
Nursing Home is tedious and time consuming -- PPE don/doff for each person -tracking minutes past and results. THANK you for joining the Miller
Team and becoming such an important member -- willing to do
whatever it takes to make things happen. We are so glad that you are
here!
Is Tree-mendous for: She asked me to help with a bed bath as well as
Sandra
a shower assist. She was helpful by giving me a learning opportunity. Gomez –
Medicare Unit -Rylie & Mikayla

Kiyah
Gonzalez –
MC Assisted
Living

During the time Kiyah Gonzalez has worked here at Riverside Senior
Life she consistently shows concern and commitment to our residents
and team members. Kiyah is proactive in dealing with problems and is
effective at anticipating potential issues before they surface. Kiyah’ s
co-workers always want to work with Kiyah for her positive attitude
and willingness to help, the Residents love when Kiyah is working
knowing she will give that extra special care for example painting
their nails or sitting to help with a puzzle. Kiyah picks up many shifts
without hesitancy during our times of need. We are so GRATEFUL to
have Kiyah on our TEAM!!

Alissa Haase –
GME

Alissa has jumped in with both feet tackling a new role of fellowship
coordinator for GI. With all of the new responsibilities and her
previous role assisting with trainee quality projects, she maintains an
inspiring sense of calm.

Jacqueline
Hasselbring –
Clinical
Resource
Mgmt

Jackie answered my call for assistance. A Population Health patient
was hospitalized as an observation patient. The patient had a positive
palliative screen from a prior hospitalization that had not been
addressed. I called Jackie who took time out of her day and she
coordinated with Dr Didwania in person as he was on the unit. The
patient was discharged with Uplifted Palliative Care. Thank you, Jackie
for recognizing this patient need and helping to try to prevent
readmission. Jackie, you are Awesome and you take the time to do
what is needed in the patient's best interest!

Rory Heath –
Lab

Rory has been a TREE-mendous help over the past year not only in
the lab but also throughout the organization. He has stepped up and
has trained in areas of the lab outside of his scope of expertise of
Cytology. He has trained in various areas of the lab to help when we
have been short staffed. He has also picked up numerous shifts in the
patient tower and ED as a sitter on his weekends off and also
overnight. He is not afraid to learn new things and take on additional
job roles. He is a great asset to the organization.

Jerome
Hebert – NH
Experience
Team

Is Tree-mendous for: Jumping in to help for the Samaritan Event. Due
to rain, last minute assistance was needed to transport event donors
and family members. In addition to assisting with this need, Jerry is
always willing to come in on short notice to fill in for his own
department. He is so appreciated!

Heather
Johnson –
GME

Heather joined our department a little over a year ago and has
captured the hearts of everyone, and especially the residents who
she takes special care of. She goes that extra mile to make sure
everything is good.

Kelsy Kerrigan
– Mental
Health
Outpatient

Kelsy joined the Pathways team in August 2021 and she is great fit at
Pathways! Kelsy brings a wealth of experience and passion in working
with our clients. She stepped right into her role and has been flexible
with the services she provides. Kelsy is supportive to her teammates
and offers help without being asked. She is invested in our client's
treatment which is evident in her daily work. Great Job Kelsy!

Sheila
Kirchner 5East

Sheila is a dedicated 5East nurse. She has seen the unit develop
through many changes with professionalism. She consistently makes
connections with her patients and her co-workers. She creates a
professionally personal relationship with her patients, to understand
how to motivate and encourage their healing. Sheila supports her coworkers by training new staff and always making herself available to
answer questions of anyone in need. She offers her best self to
Riverside.

Cynthia
Koehn –
Research

Cindy started slightly over a year ago in the Research Department
walking into chaos caused by COVID. She spent hours digging her way
through patient records and research documentation to straighten
things out. She did an exemplary job and set us in a positive position
for moving forward.

Kelly Kohler –
Manteno CHC

Kelly has gone above and beyond helping me, teaching me, being
patient with me here at Manteno. She always smiles and is willing to
answer any question I have. She takes time out her day to explain
things to me and give me constructive criticism to help me better
myself here. She really deserves a nice shout out because she just
really has made my time in transition here at Manteno so much
easier, even on hectic days!

Sarah is just begun her nursing career this year and has exemplified
what it is to be a nurse. She has a quiet temperament which eases her
patients fears almost immediately. Sarah consistently demonstrates
her commitment to the unit and her patients especially through this
difficult time in the hospital. She has switched her shift from nights to
days to assist with significant staffing issues on the dayshift, and now
continues to help her night shift colleagues by coming in on her days
off as well. She has continued to be positive in the face of daunting
challenges as a new grad and has shown other more experienced
nurses how calm resolve and professionalism is the best choice in a
stressful environment.
Gayle Landeck Gayle has limitless capacity for helping others. She can have five
priorities on her desk, yet find time to help others who have the
– Physician
same. She is the go to person for the Department. If she does not
Services
know something, she'll figure it out.

Sarah KooyCulver – 5East

Keri Leclair –
MC Assisted
Living

As a member of the Senior Life care team Keri goes above and
beyond each and every day for our residents and team. She is friendly
and welcoming. Keri never says no, or declines providing a helping
hand to anyone in need. She exactly who the residents need and
deserve. Keri has a way of lighting up a room when she comes in,
putting everyone's mind at ease that she is working and that it is
going to be a great shift.

Dawn Lemay
– Lab

Dawn is a Tree-mendous employee!! Dawn takes the initiative to
solve problems and trouble shoots issues we may have with specimen
collection, ordering, doctors offices, etc. on her own with little to no
involvement from management. Dawn will bring any issue to
management when needed and usually does so after she has resolved
them on her own. She stays current with all Mayo changes and
communicates them to the appropriate staff members. Any issue
with Epic she comes to management with examples in hand. Dawn
makes the Central Accessioning area run smoothly with out any
hiccups, I don't think the lab would function properly with out her.
She is truly a great asset to the lab.

Heather
Liscomb –
GME

Heather stepped up to assume responsibility as a manager during our
busiest time of the academic year. She has been excelling in this role
and her other roles of Psychiatry Coordinator and IRB Coordinator.
When times are stressful, she maintains a warm smile and spreads
words of encouragement.

Rachel Love –
5East

Rachel is a quiet leader and role model on 5East. She always brings a
quiet calm to a sometimes chaotic work day. She helps to maintain a
positive environment at all times and encourages others to problem
solve to ease their day or stress. In addition to delivering excellent
patient care, she provides leadership in training new staff and relief
charge nurse as needed. Rachel doesn't need to be the loudest
person in the group to set the standard for professionalism, she
offers calm, deliberate care to every situation....'she never lets you
see her sweat!' As an example, she was asked to sit with the DNV
surveyor to review EPIC documentation and did so without anyone
knowing she was nervous and had never done anything like this
before. She represented RHC and 5East extremely well, as she does in
all her interactions. We are glad to have Rachel on our 5East Team!
Christina received the special recognition of Employee of the month
at Riverside Senior Life in Bourbonnais. She was nominated by the
residents themselves who say they are very impressed by her!
Christina is efficient and dependable. Christina does and excellent job
following up on nursing issues quickly. Christina is an eternal optimist,
which brings such a joyful mood to the environment. Christina does a
wonderful job! Residents say, "She has been on the spot when I've
needed her!" Christina is a dedicated employee. She is efficient and
dependable. Residents say "When you are ill, she is right there to see
that you get the assistance that you need."

Christina
McKee – MC
Assisted
Living

Madison
Meyer - GME

Madison is a newcomer to GME, but not to education. Having
teaching in her background, she was able to quickly jump right in and
learn how to coordinate two fellowship programs, nursing student
rotations and continuing medical education for attending physicians
during our busy season. She is always cheerful no matter the
workload.

Nancy
Michelich –
MC Assisted
Living

Nancy Michelich, goes above and beyond to ensure our residents at
Riverside Bourbonnais Assisted living receive the best quality care
and that their lives are enriched with joy. Nancy arrives to work every
morning on the resident's schedule to sit for a cup of coffee and chat.
Nancy's laughter and personality are infectious, employees
appreciate the commitment and enthusiasm she brings to the team.
Nancy does rounds with every employee everyday she is at work,
answering any questions the team may have. Our Employees love and
trust Nancy and are comfortable approaching her with any
circumstance. With her dedication to our residents and teams, one
would wonder when this woman sleeps. You will see Nancy in our
community every day of the week at one hour or another. We are so
fortunate to have Nancy on our TEAM!! She truly keeps us going.
From the day Caitlyn (Cait) started on 5East as a new CNA she
demonstrated a gift for a quiet, compassionate touch to her patients
and helpful demeanor to her co-workers. Cait is always available to
help her co-workers and rarely needs to be asked to do anything. She
is also in nursing school and has alread committed to begin her
nursing career on 5East. She said this is the best place to learn how to
be a nurse. The nursing staff and tech staff all appreciate Caitlyn's
competence and kindness.

Nelson,
Caitlyn –
5East

Tricia
Oconnor –
Epic

Tricia is always so helpful and eager to learn more and go above and
beyond. Whenever we work together on something she isn't familiar
with she takes the time to ask questions until she has a solid
understanding to be able to move forward with the task at hand.
Tricia is also an amazing team player and is always open to any
questions I have that she might have a better understanding of. Just
today I told her I felt overwhelmed and I was struggling with the
many projects I am working on and she offered to help me with
anything to lighten that load. It was so refreshing!!! I happened to
have something she could help me with and she gladly accepted the
ticket without complaint. Teamwork is so important and I'm so happy
to have her on mine.

Laura Olvera
– MC Assisted
Living

Laura is a member of the Senior Life care team. Laura accepted a
brand new role that was created for the community in an effort to
bring the very best service to our residents. Since Laura started, she
has not only done fantastic job with her role, she has gladly taken on
different duties as needed, helping out her team and residents in
whatever capacity required. Laura goes above and beyond without
complaint, and truly understands that our residents come first. Laura
is a pleasure to work with and an exemplary employee.

Sierra Orosco
– NH Dietary

Sierra had an experience of coming upon a Hospice patient who was
actively passing. His daughter had just left the facility, and while
passing the mealtray, she recognized that he was declining. She
reached out to the nurse, and spent several minutes simply sitting
and being with the patient while he was passing. He was not alone,
because she recognized the concern, and was compassionate to him,
sharing in the experience on his behalf. What an amazing tribute and example of being Kind, Compassionate and Committed. Thank
you Sierra for your bravery and your kindness

Jessica Otto – Jessi is a supportive and dedicated team member. She is invested in
Mental Health the adolescent's treatment and is creative in her approach and
interventions. She consistently steps in to help her co-workers. She is
Outpatient
energetic and it contagious to the team. She has brought the
Christmas cheer to the Pathways program!

Melissa Parks
– MC Assisted
Living

Melissa Parks was asked to assist dietary with serving food in a part of
Memory care because we were short staffed. Her and her coworker
Yareli Acevedo did everything for dinner service along with being
CNAs. She went above and beyond her duties to make sure that
Dinner went without any problems and assisted Dietary in a huge
way.

Allyson Peters
– MC
Administratio
n

Ally is a team player and is willing to help in any way she can. She is
friendly and easy to approach with questions or requests. Ally is
incredibly helpful in training new team members, she is patient and
diligent." Overall, Ally is very enjoyable to work with.

Stephanie
Porter – MC
Dietary

As a member of the Culinary Team at Senior Life, for years Stephanie
has done a wonderful job of hosting happy hour for the Resident at
Riverside Senior Life in Bourbonnais. She was always helpful and
enjoyable. She remains the same today with all of the residents, coworkers and families. Stephanie is a true asset. She is efficient. She
does not make anyone in the café wait while she visits with other
people. Stephanie always knows what everyone likes to drink and
their food preferences. She is alert to their needs. One resident
stated that, "Stephanie even makes perfect eggs and bring coffee just
the way I like it." Stephanie is always cheerful, friendly, courteous,
patient and helpful to those who need help ordering their meal. If she
has time, she even pushes your wheelchair to your room or the
Community Room after a meal. She makes the best mixed drinks
during happy hour.
Amanda has been working remotely since the onset of COVID.
Despite this she planned and hosted our best Research Symposium
yet. New ideas for sharing the research with judging faculty, creating
questions for the judges based on her review of the research, and
access to the projects via the website. Her efforts are especially
appreciated during recruitment season when interested students
could see our research activities.

Amanda
Sadowski –
Research

Tiffany
Scanlon –
Managed
Care

Tiffany serves as a liaison between managed care payers and the
hospital's patient financial services departments to create a collegial
relationship and ensure patient claims are covered in accordance
with contracts. She has gone out of her way to assist patients whose
payer was not in our network, ensuring they could have access to
quality care despite their financial limitations.

I always feel I am taken care of when I have jerienne. She makes sure
Jerienne
I am set up every morning whit everything the way I like it. She is
Smith –
Medicare Unit detail oriented. She is a great worker and cares about the people she
cares for and always works hard. I think she is tree-mendous.

Caroline
Torkelson –
5East

Ashley
Ulitzsch –
Watseka
Diagnostic

Carolyn has only been a nurse for a short time and has already
demonstrated her commitment and dedication to her patients and
her profession. She brings a positive attitude to our work
environment each day. She is attentive to her patients as well as her
coworkers, often taking on additional shift to ease the burden of her
teammates. Caroline has learned nursing quickly by immersing herself
in her patient's story to deliver the highest quality patient care. She is
not afraid to ask questions and is always available to her coworkers
for support. Caroline is a leader in the making and will certainly
represent RHC well in her career.
With the recent mandate Watseka lost a few seasoned employees.
Ashley was first to jump in and take on new responsibilities, and take
the lead at the diagnostic desk. Ashley was instrumental in helping
train new staff and come in early or stay late to continue the work
flow for our patients. I cannot thank Ashley enough for going above
and beyond during this difficult period. Ashley has shown true
leadership.

Amaranta
Villafuerte –
MC Assisted
Living

I have had the pleasure of working with Amaranta Villafuerete for
one month shy of 3 years. Amaranta has been consistently excellent
over time. Amaranta shows up on time for every shift she is
scheduled with a smile and a GREAT work ethic, residents, co-workers
and families love Amaranta and love when she is working. Amaranta
is a person of good moral character and truly a pleasure to work with,
she makes a difference in the Residents lives by providing excellent
care to each and every resident she is assigned to as if they were the
only Resident she is caring for. Amaranta works in our Memory Care
Unit and engages with Residents: for example, she sits with them and
has nail spa’s, sets up puzzles for them, turns on their favorite music
and engages in conversation. Our residents who live in our Memory
Care unit may not know Amaranta’s name due to their disease seek
her out with their needs knowing she will help. We are so GRATEFUL
to have Amaranta on our TEAM!!

Michael
Walker – NH
Dietary

Mike is a man behind the scenes on some days and others he assists
room to room. Whether it be washing dishes, setting up trays, serving
residents, (or helping activities take care of dead birds, yick), he does
it with a smile behind that mask! He is always willing to jump in to
help his co-workers. However, fall presents a problem for our friend
and co-worker as the geese present quite an obstacle when needing
to go from building to building but he still makes it all work! Thank
you Mike!

Brandi
Watson Housekeeping

Brandi always works hard to make Miller look its best. She helps out
other staff when needed. She does what is required to meet the
standards at Miller. She always has a positive attitude and a great
sense of humor. She goes above and beyond every time she is
working. She never refuses when asked to take on a new task. She
works hard and quickly to make sure everything is done when we
have to make several changes due to guidelines with Covid. Could not
ask for a better housekeeper.

Brenda
Webber –
Riverside
Cardiac
Specialists

Brenda comes to work everyday with a positive attitude. She works in
every clinic without hesitation. She helps train new employees and
has been a fantastic mentor to everyone. Brenda is a wonderful asset
to our department.

Brittany
Whitlock –
Ambulatory
Infusion

Brittany recently transitioned from Rheumatology to the AIC Patient
Service Representative. She has done a remarkable job in her new
role. During this seamless transition, Brittany also oriented her
replacement in Rheumatology. She has such a positive attitude and is
always up for a challenge. As her coworkers say, “She makes work a
fun place to be. She's oozing with happiness and laughter!” We are so
thankful to have her as part of our team. Patients love her too!

Misty Wine –
MC Assisted
Living

Misty is a long-time dedicated employee of Riverside Senior Life at
Bourbonnais. Misty began in Culinary and decided to achieve her
Certified Nursing Assistant while working and is now a CNA within the
community. Misty was an excellent waitress. As a CNA she knows
what kind of help you need. She is friendly, cheerful and makes our
resident's day. She is always there when she is needed, with a smile
on her face. Misty is very efficient, nice, intelligent and helpful. Misty
does her job and more...she is an excellent employee and co-worker.

Click here to Submit a TREE-Mendous Story to Riverside’s Celebration Team or
scan the QR code below.

For more contest information, click the links below:
• Contest Rules
• Leader Frequently Asked Questions
Thank you for your help to recognize consistently TREE-Mendous staff and RMG Providers.
We can’t do this without YOU!

